These 'invisible' writers and their forgotten publishers produced an imaginative space at once banal and luxuriant, naive and yet oddly complex. Somewhere between the written culture of the nineteenth century and the visual culture of the late twentieth, these writers act as an historical link …. Far more than in the stylistic contrivances of the modernists here exists, warts and all, the core of the modern sensorium.
1
Thomas Burke (1887 Burke ( -1945 was the author of over thirty books. They cover a variety of genres including poetry, historical novels, and detective stories, and almost without exception they are about London. 5 The film set a celluloid precedent for the iconic imagery of London's dockland Chinatown and its reputation as a landmark of early cinema continues to engage critical attention from historians of film. Thomas Burke however is acknowledged only in rare instances as the originator of Griffith's masterpiece and is then generally dismissed. 6 His reputation has undergone the fate of many minor, genre, or popular writers of his era. In his Foreword to the posthumous Best Stories of Thomas Burke (1950), Burke's bibliographer, John Gawsworth, wondered appositely: 'Where will Burke's final place be in the letters of his day, in the literature he served so diligently?' Gawsworth lists Burke's favourite short stories, suggesting their authors as being those with whom he 'might have liked to be placed'. 7 They include W.W. Jacobs, Marion Crawford, Oliver Onions, O. Henry and Ambrose Bierce, writers whose work exemplified the 'short story of tradition maintained by the magazines'. These stories Burke admired for having 'a beginning, a crux and a climax'. On the other hand, he wrote, there is … the newer kind which derives from Europe and is cultivated by the more exclusive reviews. The latter is not really a short story. It has no true beginning and only a nebulous conclusion. It is not concerned with
